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From starphenes to non-benzenoid linear
conjugated polymers by substrate templating†
Mohammed S. G. Mohammed,‡ab James Lawrence,‡*ab Fátima Garcı́a, c
Pedro Brandimarte,a Alejandro Berdonces-Layunta,ab Dolores Pérez, c
Daniel Sánchez-Portal,ab Diego Peña *c and Dimas G. de Oteyza *abd
Combining on-surface synthetic methods with the power of scanning tunneling microscopy to
characterize novel materials at the single molecule level, we show how to steer the reactivity of one
anthracene-based precursor towards diﬀerent product nanostructures. Whereas using a Au(111) surface
with three-fold symmetry results in the dominant formation of a starphene derivative, the two-fold
symmetry of a reconstructed Au(110) surface allows the selective growth of non-benzenoid linear
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conjugated polymers. We further assess the electronic properties of each of the observed product
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structures via tunneling spectroscopy and DFT calculations, altogether advancing the synthesis and
characterization of molecular structures of notable scientiﬁc interest that have been only scarcely
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investigated to date, as applies both to starphenes and to non-benzenoid conjugated polymers.

Introduction
On-surface synthesis is becoming an increasingly popular
approach for the synthesis of novel organic materials.1–3 Performed on well-dened surfaces and under ultra-high-vacuum
conditions, it has been shown to allow for the synthesis of
materials unachievable by conventional solution chemistry
alone.4–6 One such example are higher acenes, whose open-shell
character increases as the number of fused benzene rings
grows.7,8 This compromises their stability and makes their
synthesis challenging.9 One way to overcome this stability
limitation is an inert environment such as an ultra-highvacuum,10,11 which has indeed allowed the synthesis of the
longest acenes to date.12 However, the synthesis of even longer
acenes still remains an open challenge in spite of its notable
interest from both fundamental and application oriented
viewpoints, the limiting case being the narrowest possible
zigzag-edge graphene nanoribbons.13,14
In addition to the innite polyacene, other linear acenebased polymers display similarly interesting properties, which
can range e.g. from ultra-low band gaps15 to spin-polarized
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bands.16 In fact, also acene-based molecules attract great
interest, as for example in the case of starphenes.17–21 All of the
aforementioned structures may potentially be obtained by onsurface synthesis from the reactant m1 displayed in Fig. 1a
(see ESI Notes 1.1, 1.2 and Fig. S1–S5† for synthesis details). It
includes two halogen atoms and two methyl groups on either
side of the anthracene backbone. Both types of functionalization are included among the rst groups whose thermal activation was demonstrated to work in “on-surface synthesis”
experiments, leading to the controlled and reproducible covalent coupling of reactants.22,23 On-surface, the ortho-dibromo
moiety could aﬀord an aryne (named as head, Fig. 1a), while the
vicinal dimethyl groups could lead to an ortho-quinodimethane
(named as tail, Fig. 1a), therefore forming intermediate i1. We
expected that this intermediate could polymerize on surface to
obtain polyacene by means of Diels–Alder cycloaddition (headto-tail polymerization) followed by dehydrogenation.
We have performed on-surface synthesis experiments with
compound m1 on two diﬀerent substrates, namely Au(111)
and Au(110). By using scanning tunneling microscopy and
spectroscopy (STM and STS), in combination with density
functional theory (DFT) calculations, we analyze the chemical
structure and electronic properties of the reaction products
(see ESI Note 1 and Fig. S6† for methods details). Because the
C–Br bond is activated at lower temperatures than C–H, Ullmann coupling dominates the initial reaction steps independently of the substrate. That is, instead of the head-to-tail
product described in Fig. 1a, head-to-head products like those
outlined in Fig. 1b are obtained. The products can include
reactant molecules that are either at an angle (e.g. d1 or t1) or
collinearly oriented (e.g. d2). Compound d2 and t1 can be
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Results and discussion

(a) Scheme of the reactant m1 and its potential transformation
into intermediate i1, with well-diﬀerentiated molecular sides that are
termed as head (aryne termination) and tail (ortho-quinodimethane).
In addition, it is shown how a head-to-tail polymerization via Diels–
Alder cycloaddition, followed by dehydrogenation, may lead to polyacene. (b) Schematics of the head-to-head Ullmann coupling products that are dominantly observed, dimers d1 and d2, as well as trimer
t1. STM overview images of the samples on (c) Au(111) and on (d)
Au(110) after submonolayer m1 deposition and annealing both to 525
K. STM imaging parameters: (b) 500 mV/50 pA, 40 mV/50 pA. Scale
bar is 8 nm for (b and c).
Fig. 1

formally considered as [2 + 2] and [2 + 2 + 2] aryne cycloaddition products.17,24 Importantly, the substrate symmetry determines the reaction outcome:24 whereas on the hexagonal
Au(111) surface the reaction products include both linear and
non-linear (“two-dimensional”) molecules with a pronounced
favoritism for molecular trimers (t1) with three-fold
symmetry,17,24 on the 2  1 Au(110) reconstruction its linear
trenches act as templates that limit the reaction products to
collinearly fused reactants (e.g. d2). That is, as occurred also
with closely related non-methylated reactants on Au(111) and
Au(100),24 the substrate templating can be used to steer the
reaction outcome and the product's alignment.
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The deposition of m1 has been performed onto Au(111) and
Au(110) substrates held at RT. Under such conditions, the
molecules remain intact on both surfaces and self-assemble
into structures as shown in Fig. S7.† On Au(111), the molecules show a remarkable tendency to form three-fold symmetric
self-assembled trimers (Fig. S7b†) in which the molecules are
aligned along the1–10 and its two equivalent substrate directions,
with the halogen-functionalized side facing towards the trimer's
center (Fig. S7c†) and at a distance of about 3.2 Å from one
another. The driving force for such self-assembly may thus be
either the formation of halogen bonds,25,26 or the coordination
through a gold atom. For the former to be attractive, C–Br bonds
require a certain angular oﬀset, whereas the latter requires
a surface atom or adatom to be coordinated to the halogens.
None of the two is clearly observed in the images. However, the
oﬀset required may be too low to be distinguished by STM, and
also coordinating metal adatoms are oen not easily distinguished in scanning probe microscopy. None of the two
scenarios can thus be discarded at this point. The comparison
between the experiment and the DFT relaxed structure of the
free-standing non-covalent trimmers (see Fig. S7d†) seem to
indicate that the substrate plays a crucial role. However, it is not
clear whether this is due to a substrate-induced modication of
the character of the Br–Br bonds or to the presence of a coordinating metal that does not produce a clear feature in the STM
images. As occurs with many other molecules,27,28 including also
the reaction products analyzed in more detail below, the
molecules adsorb preferentially on the fcc regions of the
Au(111) reconstruction.
On Au(110) the molecules are uniaxially aligned parallel to
the 2  1 surface reconstruction. The intact molecules adsorb
preferentially on top of the reconstruction's Au rows, with the
halogenated sides facing each other, although the opposite
halogen-to-methyl alignment can also be observed occasionally
(Fig. S7a†). Carbon–halogen bonds display a lower activation
temperature than that corresponding to carbon–hydrogen
bonds, causing the initial reactions to be dominated by Ullmann coupling, whose main products are depicted in Fig. 1b
(completed with additional minority products shown in
Fig. S8†). Only at higher temperatures in the range of 525 K do
the methyl groups become activated, leading to the intermolecular coupling of the previously formed Ullmann coupling
products (Fig. 1c and d). Interestingly, as shown in Fig. 1b–d the
preferred molecules' relative alignment on either substrate is
perpetuated as the intermolecular covalent coupling reactions
are thermally activated. That is, the two- and three-fold
symmetry of the Au(110) and Au(111) substrates, respectively,
is preserved in the self-assembled non-covalent structures of the
as-deposited reactants, as well as in the predominant reaction
products.
In the following, we analyze in detail the initial reactions
observed aer annealing to only 425 K. Only the C–Br bonds are
activated at this temperature, restricting the generated products
to a well-dened and limited set of structures. A representative
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large-scale image aer a sub-monolayer deposition of m1 on
Au(111) followed by an annealing treatment is shown in Fig. 2a.
The compendium of all observed covalently coupled products is
presented in Fig. 2b–f (some apparently more complex structures observed in Fig. 2a are just some of these products
interacting non-covalently with additional unreacted monomers), and their relative abundance is shown in the histograms
of Fig. 2g and h. Among the products we observe dimers linked
by a single covalent bond that is either on the same molecular
side, resulting in a structure with the two acene moieties at an
angle of approximately 120 degrees (d1, Fig. 2c), or on opposite
sides, resulting in a staggered structure of two collinearly
oriented acene moieties (d3, Fig. 2b). The other observed dimer
presents two bonds linking the two anthracene moieties,
forming a four-membered ring (d2, Fig. 2d). This product may
evolve from d1 by a second bond C–C bond formation that
quenches its remaining radicals, or be the result of a concerted
formation of two bonds from two activated m1 monomers.17,24
Whereas the two new bonds formed with d2 quench all the
four radicals generated with the homolytic cleavage of the C–Br
bonds of two reactant molecules, the single-bond formation of
d1 and d3 quenches only two of them. Whether in the observed
dimers the remaining radicals are passivated by H of unknown
origin (e.g. residual H from the UHV chamber) or not remains
unknown, but at least no obvious bonding of the s-radical to the
Au substrate is apparent from a molecular tilt that would in
principle be associated with it. In any case, structures d1 and d3
with remaining radicals are very reactive species that presumably act as precursors for the formation of trimers. Taking the
most common dimer d1 as starting point, the natural addition
of a third activated m1 monomer quenching all radicals would
form the three-fold symmetric hexamethyl [10]-starphene (t1,
Fig. 2e). However, an alternative scenario including a hydrogen
migration may result in an asymmetric triphenylene derivative
(t2, Fig. 2f). The latter may also be obtained from d3 under the
same conditions: the addition of an activated m1 monomer and
an associated H migration (Fig. S8†). The product's relative
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abundance, however, shows that among the dimers the most
common is d1, while in total numbers there is a dramatic
preference for t1. The stepwise evolution of m1 to d1 and to t1
thus appears as the presumably most favorable pathway.
It is interesting to compare the electronic properties of the
various structures, all consisting of diﬀerent coupling motifs of
the same precursor unit. As reference we thus take the precursor
unit. Scanning tunneling spectroscopy measurements on the
as-deposited molecules, however, are hindered by their limited
stability. Whereas well-dened resonances associated with the
occupied states can be observed (Fig. S9†), at positive bias
values of around +2 V there is always a sudden jump in the
conductance associated with a chemical transformation of the
molecules; in particular, with their debromination. The unoccupied molecular orbitals of m1 are expected to be around those
energies and the instability may be actually promoted by the
population of the LUMO level upon tunneling. In any case,
a proper characterization of the unoccupied orbitals is thus
hindered. However, such instability is no longer present in
debrominated monomer molecules. In this case we can also
observe a clear resonance from the HOMO level, although
shied by about 0.29 eV towards the Fermi level to an energy of
1.34 eV (Fig. 3). Halogenation of molecules is a commonly
applied method to increase their ionization potential and
electron aﬃnity.29,30 We thus associate the observed shi with
the disappearance of the halogen's eﬀect as its bond to the
molecule is broken. An advantage of this is that the LUMO
resonance can now be nicely resolved as well, with its maximum
at an energy of 2.05 eV, resulting in a HOMO–LUMO gap of
3.39 eV (Fig. 3). The molecule under study consists of a conjugated anthracene backbone with two additional methyl groups.
The sp3 conjugation of the latter severely limits their contribution to the low energy p-orbitals,10,31,32 making the molecule's
electronic properties comparable to those of pristine anthracene. Anthracene's reported HOMO–LUMO gap is indeed only
slightly larger (EG z 3.6 eV),12 and the appearances of its frontier orbitals33 are very similar to those of the frontier orbitals of

Fig. 2 (a) Representative STM overview image of the sample on Au(111) after annealing to 425 K, (b–f) constant height STM images with COfunctionalized tip of the covalently linked products and their associated chemical structures, (g) statistics of the occurrence for each of the ﬁve
structures and (h) its conversion into the percentage of monomers forming each structure. STM imaging parameters: (a) 500 mV/100 pA, (b, c
and f) 5 mV, (e and d) 10 mV. Scale bar: (a) 8 nm, (b–f) 5 Å.

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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Diﬀerential conductance point spectra of the ﬁve covalently coupled structures on Au(111). The colored symbols in the neighboring
topography images mark where each of the spectra are taken on the molecule. Constant height dI/dV maps of the frontier occupied and
unoccupied orbitals are shown on the right panels for d1, d3, d2, t1 and t2, along with the corresponding results from calculations. Simulations of
the frontier orbitals for t2 correspond to a convolution of HOMO and HOMO1 for the occupied and of LUMO and LUMO+1 for the unoccupied
states, respectively. STM imaging parameters for occupied/unoccupied states are: 1.34 V/2.05 V for m1, 1.06 V/1.82 V for d1, 1.120 V/1.85 V
for d3, 1.14 V/1.66 V for d2, 0.94 V/1.65 V for t1, and 0.935 V/1.65 V for t2. Scale bar is 6 Å. The images are acquired with Cl-functionalized
probes. In the calculations, the radicals left by debromination in d1 and d3 have been saturated by H.
Fig. 3

the hydrogen-passivated m1 (Fig. 3). The conductance
measurements, however, show a stronger than expected
contribution at the methyl positions if compared to the calculations. Here it needs to be noted that the DFT calculations are
performed for gas-phase molecules, according to which the
molecule presents a completely planar C backbone with the H
atoms bound to each of the sp3 C atoms protruding to either
side of the plane. Upon adsorption on Au(111) the symmetry is
broken and the hydrogen atoms pointing towards the surface
are repelled by steric repulsion. This causes the sp3 carbons
atoms to lie higher up (farther from the surface), a distortion
that is still noticeable at the nearest sp2 hybridized carbon
atoms of the anthracene moiety and may even help in decoupling electronically the molecules from the substrate.32 This
topographic eﬀect translates into a larger STM signal at the
higher C atoms and thus into the apparently stronger-thanexpected contribution of the methyl groups to the frontier
molecular orbitals.
As two such monomers are linked by a single bond into d1,
both the HOMO and LUMO shi toward the Fermi level to
1.05 eV and 1.82 eV, respectively (Fig. 3). The HOMO–LUMO
gap thus shrinks notably to 2.87 eV, as expected from a bonding
motif that maintains the conjugation at the inter-monomer
level and thus results in an overall extension of the electron
conjugation and delocalization.34 A similar coupling with
a single bond but with the monomers in a collinear and staggered position (d3) results in an only slightly larger gap of
2.97 eV (Fig. 3) with the HOMO and LUMO at 1.12 eV and
1.85 eV, respectively. As the two monomers become linked with

2354 | Nanoscale Adv., 2021, 3, 2351–2358

two covalent bonds that form a new four membered ring at the
junction (d2), the changes in the frontier orbital energies are
not so pronounced either. The HOMO remains at 1.14 eV and
the LUMO displays a downward shi to 1.66 eV, which results in
a gap of 2.8 eV (Fig. 3). This implies a change of only 70 meV
with respect to d1, which can be understood as both cases
having a relatively similar amount of electron delocalization.
The overall appearance of the HOMO and LUMO molecular
orbitals within each of the anthracene segments basically
maintains that of the monomer, with a series of lobes at the
sides of each hexagon and a nodal plane along the long axis at
the HOMO energies, and banana-like intensities along the
acene segment's short axis at the LUMO energies. For all the
dimers, experiment and theory show a nice agreement in this
respect, as well as in the varying junction-dependent signal that
further conrms the assignment of their chemical structure.
This is shown in Fig. 3, which compares the frontier orbitals as
measured by constant height conductance maps, and in the
extended Fig. S10,† which includes more molecular states and
shows how their conductance maps measured with diﬀerent
STM scanning modes compare to theory for each of the products. It is important to note here that, in the theoretical simulation, dangling bonds created aer the cleavage of C–Br bonds
have been saturated by hydrogen. Therefore, the good agreement between the simulated STM images and the experiment
indicates that, whether they are radicals or are indeed saturated
by H, the molecules remain approximately planar and the
observed molecular states are mostly derived from carbon p
orbitals. In fact, given the p character of the frontier orbitals in

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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these molecules, the appearance of the STM images and STS
maps are not expected to depend critically on the details of the
saturation of the sigma bonds le aer Br cleavage.
As the molecules form trimers, the electron delocalization is
expected to increase further and thus the gap to shrink accordingly. That is indeed the case. For the hexamethyl [10]-starphene
t1, taking the dimer d2 as reference, the LUMO remains hardly
unchanged at 1.64 eV. However, the HOMO level shis upward to
0.94 eV and thus closes the semiconducting gap to 2.58 eV. Also
here the conductance maps at the HOMO and LUMO energy
agree nicely with density functional theory calculations (Fig. 3),
keeping in mind that the main discrepancies relate, as in the
case of the dimers, to the deviations from planarity as the
molecules adsorb on the Au(111) surface. That is, the highest
position of the methyl groups and the concomitant increase in
height of the nearest sp2 carbon atoms cause the DOS lobes on
the latter to appear strongest, as well as the appearance of
additional unexpectedly strong lobes at the positions of the
former (Fig. 3). The calculated wavefunctions of HOMO and
LUMO on each of the arms of t1 look extremely similar to those
of m1 (Fig. 3). However, the conjugation and electronic coupling
between the arms becomes evident from the decreased gap,
which implies a substantial electron delocalization over the
whole structure. It is interesting to compare the symmetric t1
molecule with the asymmetric t2 molecule. Although both are
closely related, in the case of t2, theory predicts the HOMO and
HOMO1 to be quasi-degenerate, and the same applies to the
LUMO and LUMO+1. Indeed, their superposition provides
a substantially better match to the experimentally measured
conductance maps at the energies of the frontier orbitals
(Fig. S10†) than if compared to HOMO and LUMO alone
(Fig. S11†). Nevertheless, the experimentally observed gap of t2
is, within our experimental resolution, equal to that of t1.
As advanced in the beginning of this article, on Au(110) the
situation is completely diﬀerent. As occurs on Au(111), the
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initial reactions are dominated by Ullmann coupling. However,
the action of the highly anisotropic Au(110) surface as
a template limits the reaction products to structures composed
of collinear reactant molecules, which in turn limits the
possible Ullmann coupling products to d2 and d3. Out of these
two structures d3 is much less common, amounting only to 17
 2%. Henceforth we will thus only focus on structures hierarchically built from d2. To covalently couple d2 molecules the
methyl groups need rst to be activated through the formation
of the corresponding benzylic radicals. This requires higher
temperatures than the Ullmann coupling, namely in the order
of 525 K. Whereas on Au(111) such temperature treatment
results in highly disordered polymers (Fig. 1b), the uniaxial
monomer alignment on Au(110) drives a polymerization of d2
molecules into regular non-benzenoid one-dimensional polymers (Fig. 4).
As a rst observation, it becomes evident that the polymers
always adsorb within trenches of the reconstructed substrate
surface. As prepared, the Au(110) is characterized by a 2  1
reconstruction in which neighboring rows of Au atoms are
separated by twice the Au lattice constant a ¼ 4.07 Å.35 Such
a reconstruction can be observed in the clean substrate regions
of Fig. 4a, and its periodicity is shown in the top prole of
Fig. 4b marked with a circled “1”. However, although the mere
“as deposited” m1 reactants don't cause any changes to it
(Fig. S7a†), the surface in the vicinity of the polymers changes
into a 3  1 (circled “2” in Fig. 4a and b) or occasionally also a 4
 1 (circled “3” in Fig. 4a and b) reconstruction as the sample is
annealed, with the polymers always embedded within the
widened trenches.
Fig. 4c shows a representative constant current image of the
dominant reaction product. Its building unit is clearly recognized as head-to-head d2, but the inter-unit coupling through
the tails (methyl groups) is not trivial to determine even from
high-resolution images with CO-functionalized probes in the

(a) Representative STM overview image of the sample on Au(110) after annealing to 525 K, (b) proﬁle lines corresponding to those marked
in image (a), (c and d) STM topography image of the polymer product, (d) corresponding constant height image with CO-functionalized tip, (e)
proposed chemical structure of the polymer. STM imaging parameters: (c) 50 mV/50 pA, (d) 5 mV. Scale bar: (a) 4 nm, (c and d) 5 Å.

Fig. 4

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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repulsive interaction regime (Fig. 4d), in part due to the nonplanarity of the polymer carbon backbone within the reconstruction trenches. We have considered ve diﬀerent tail-to-tail
linking motifs (Fig. S12†) and could determine the structure
displayed in Fig. 4e as the actual product because it is the only
one reproducing the electronic properties of the polymers that
are described below. The two lobes of enhanced contrast at
either side of the junction in constant current images (Fig. 4c)
are thus assigned to the remaining sp3 methyl groups and their
increased height, as occurred with the molecular structures on
Au(111).
Fig. 5a displays diﬀerential conductance point spectra obtained on an oligomer composed of four d2 units shown in the
inset. The spectra display a pronounced location-dependent
signal, as presented with two examples (blue and red curves)
obtained at the accordingly colored points in the inset (the pink
curve is the reference spectrum on the substrate). In either case
the spectra reveal broad resonances both for the occupied and
unoccupied states. Conductance maps of occupied and unoccupied states are reminiscent of the HOMO and LUMO of d2
(Fig. 3), with a series of lobes along the molecular sides for the
former and a large dominating signal at the position of the fourmembered ring for the latter. The signal is additionally modulated by an asymmetry along the long molecular axis due to the

(a) Diﬀerential conductance point spectra of a covalently linked
tetramer of d2 with the positions on the tetramer shown by the color
code. Magenta represents the reference spectrum taken on the
Au(110) surface. Dotted lines represent experimental data, solid lines
are the ﬁts explained in the text. Constant + height dI/dV maps of the
LUMO+2 (b and c), LUMO+1 (d and e) LUMO (f and g), HOMO (h and i)
HOMO1 (j and k) HOMO2 (l and m). Experiment and theory results
are in the left and right columns, respectively. Experimental maps are
scanned with a Cl-functionalized tip. STM imaging parameters: (b)
0.985 V (d) 0.780 V, (f) 0.650 V, (h) 1.200 V, (j) 1.380 V (l) 1.920 V.
Scale bar is 9 Å and applies to all experimental maps.

Fig. 5
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alternating tilt of the diﬀerent d2 units, whose sides nearest to
the Au rows delimiting the trench are higher and thus appear
with a stronger contrast.
Interestingly, conductance maps at diﬀerent energies within
the range of those broad resonances show a markedly diﬀerent
appearance. Focusing on the unoccupied states, as the energy is
increased the maps show an increased signal rst on the two
central 4-membered rings (Fig. 5f), then homogeneously
distributed over the four 4-membered rings of the tetramer
(Fig. 5d), and nally on the 4-membered rings of the two outer
units (Fig. 5b). In contrast, as we move away from the Fermi
energy for the occupied states, the signal is rst strongest on the
two central units (Fig. 5h), then on the outer units (Fig. 5j) and
then appears homogeneously distributed over the four units
(Fig. 5l). The same ndings, although with increased contrast,
are obtained from constant current conductance maps
(Fig. S13e†). DFT calculations on a free-standing tetramer reveal
the DOS of the rst three occupied and unoccupied states to
have exactly the same distribution (the discrepancies between
theory and experiment can be accounted for by the substratedriven alternating tilt of the d2 units in the experiment and
the planar structure in the calculations). We thus conclude that
the broad resonances observed in the spectra correspond to
a convolution of multiple orbitals. We have deconvoluted the
various states tting the spectra with a background and six
Gaussian resonances, displayed with green, orange and light
blue colored lines as their energy departs from the Fermi level
for both occupied and unoccupied states (Fig. 5a). The ts of
both spectra show the six resonances at the same energies
(additionally marked by accordingly colored vertical lines) but
with a varying intensity that follows the orbital's distribution
measured experimentally and conrmed by theory (Fig. 5b–m).
This overall nice agreement, along with the excellently matching DOS from experiment and calculations at the inter-unit
junctions (Fig. S14†), proves our structural assignment for the
linking motif. Besides, annealing to even higher temperatures
(at which additional cyclodehydrogenation events can be triggered) rendered diﬀerent types of junctions that have instead
been assigned to some of the other coupling motifs that were
considered (Fig. S12IV and V†) by a comparison of their
measured and calculated low-energy orbitals (Fig. S15†).
Although with few specic exceptions,12,36 the HOMO–LUMO
gap in conjugated oligomers and polymers is usually expected
to scale inversely with the molecular size.37–40 We have analyzed
that behavior comparing oligomers with lengths from one
single d2 unit to six of them (Fig. S13†). The spectra indeed
reveal the onset of the occupied and unoccupied frontier states
to approach the Fermi level as the length increases, although
with negligible changes for lengths above four units, for which
the peak-to-peak of the tted HOMO and LUMO resonances
marked in green in Fig. 5a amounts to 1.85 eV. Regardless of the
oligomer length the conductance maps of the low-energy
orbitals (Fig. S13b–f†) show the same intensity distribution:
the unoccupied orbitals are most intense rst on the central
units, then all over the structure and thereaer on the outer
units, whereas the occupied orbitals are most intense rst on

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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the central unit, then on the outer units and then all over the
structure.
It is also interesting to compare the measured electronic
properties of adsorbates as a function of the underlying
substrate. Within this work, the common product on which to
perform such comparison is d2, and the associated data are
displayed in Fig. 6. On both surfaces, the dI/dV spectra reveal
clear resonances for the HOMO1, HOMO and LUMO orbitals.
However, there are substantial diﬀerences between the two gold
surfaces. Taking the data on Au(111) as reference, we see
a substantial downward shi in the energy of all molecular
orbitals of molecules adsorbed on Au(110). This eﬀect could in
principle be ascribed to the diﬀerent workfunction of the two
gold surfaces, which is lower by about 170 meV for Au(110).41 In
an ideal vacuum level pinning scenario, as expected for weakly
interacting molecule–substrate interfaces,42,43 this would
translate into a rigid downward shi of all molecular orbitals by
that amount. However, whereas the HOMO and HOMO1
indeed shi rigidly by that same amount, the LUMO shis
substantially more, resulting in a reduction of the HOMO–
LUMO gap by nearly 0.5 eV. We hypothesize that, although
maintaining a weak adsorbate–substrate electronic coupling
and thus showing no obvious changes in the conductance maps
of the orbitals, the larger shi of the LUMO may result from
a slightly increased hybridization of the unoccupied molecular
orbitals with the undercoordinated (and thus more reactive) Au
atoms that form the rows of the Au(110) reconstruction and
cause the molecule's tilting. Furthermore, the gap reduction is
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also compatible with a larger role of the electronic screening
induced by the substrate, which is consistent with the position
of the molecules inside the trenches of the surface
reconstruction.

Conclusion
In conclusion, we have analyzed the reactivity of acene-based
precursor molecules functionalized with halogen atoms and
methyl groups on two substrates of diﬀerent symmetry. The
one- and three-fold symmetry of the Au(110) and Au(111)
substrates, respectively, is transferred to the self-assembled
non-covalent structures of the as-deposited reactants, as well
as to the predominant reaction products. Whereas on the
Au(111) surface the molecules show a marked preference for the
formation of starphene, on Au(110) the one-dimensional
trenches of its reconstruction limit the product structures to
those conformed by collinearly fused precursors, which end up
polymerizing into one-dimensional non-benzenoid conjugated
polymers. We further provide a detailed characterization of the
electronic properties of each of the observed products. This
work thus constitutes a substantial advance in the controlled
synthesis and the characterization of to date only scarcely
investigated organic products of great scientic interest, as
applies both to starphenes and to non-benzenoid conjugated
polymers.
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